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Economic Update: Employment data for NC
• From May 2019 to May 2020 the number of
unemployed in NC increased by approximately
400,000 people
• Unemployment rate increased from 4% to 12.9%
• Impact/timing varied by sector:
 Disproportionately hit private-sector in March
and April (experienced significant gains in May)
 Public sector employment significantly impacted
in May
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Economic Update: Retail Sales
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Economic Update: NC General Fund Projections
•

Revised consensus revenue forecast:
 $1.64 billion (-6.6%) revenue shortfall in FY 2019-20
 $2.57 billion (-9.9%) shortfall in FY 2020-21

•

Office of State Budget and Management and Fiscal Research
Division plan to issue new revised consensus after
processing of July individual and corporate returns

•

Shortfalls being addressed through:
 Austerity measures
 Support offered through CARES
 Assistance from Rainy Day Fund
 Shift to one-time financing strategies
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Legislative Impact for FY 2020-21
• Enrollment Growth Allocation

 $9.76 million slated for UNCW
 EG earned in 2019 calendar year
 Non-recurring source, but primarily needed for recurring investments
to scale capacity

• Building Reserves

 $2.76 million slated for UNCW
 Supports operating expenses associated with Veterans Hall
 Non-recurring source, but primarily needed for recurring expenses

• Repair and Renovation Support

 1.99 million slated for UNCW
 Non-recurring source, but consistent with past practice
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Campus Specific Response
•

Extending operating strategies which:

•

Leveraging emergency funding streams

•

 Limits purchases of goods and services
 Curtails non-essential travel
 Limits various HR actions

 Direct Federal Assistance through CARES
 State assistance
 FEMA

Enhancing budget flexibility where possible by addressing
budget priorities on a one-time basis
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Future Outlook
•

Needs not addressed through CITI process

•

Impact on enrollment

•

Other issues
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Overview of New Funding

Overview of New Funding
Source

Enrollment
Growth
Appropriation
and Certified
Receipts

Building
Reserve
Funding

Repair and
Renovation
Funding

CARES
Student Aid
CARES
Institutional
Aid
Indirect
CARES Aid
through State
of NC
Total:

Amount

$12.83 million

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$2.75 million

•
•

Relevant Milestones
1/21/20: Memo to Divisions
Early March: Requests made to Budget Office
Mid-March: AVC-Finance Review
Late March/Early April: CFO Review
4/14/20: Executive team discussion and review
4/23/20: Revised priorities and executive team review (placed on hold
until additional action from CITI action)
Late May: Revisions pursuant to CITI freeze
6/22/20: Executive review and charge to scrub one final time in light of
one-time funding strategy by legislature
7/21/20: Final review by executive team and memo to Chancellor
10/8/18: Request template with formulas (which calculate projected net
new operating costs) sent to campuses with Connect NC financed projects
10/25/18: Template completed pursuant to SO instructions and submitted
by Mark Morgan to facilities staff at SO
6/26/20: Passed by state legislature

$1.99 million

•
•

9/20/20: New allocation formula passed by BOG
6/26/20: Passed by state legislature

$5.28 million

•
•
•
•

5/5/20 Meeting with Chancellor (one-pager provided)
5/12/20: $4.38 million allocated via formula process
5/27/20: Overview of CARES pots provided to Chancellor
June 2020: Initiated distributions from $899k carved out for application phase

•
•

5/27/20: Overview of CARES pots provided to Chancellor
Mid-July: Will assess outstanding funding needs related to Fall 2020 plans
that cannot be addressed through more restrictive sources (otherwise
Housing and Dining refund offsets would appear most appropriate)

•

5/8/20: Detailed expense estimate developed by Budget Office (with
assistance from many others) and submitted to SO.
5/20/20: BOG approved distributions to campuses.
5/27/20: Overview of CARES pots provided to Chancellor

$5.28 million

$4.01 million

$32.14 million

•
•

Notes (if needed)

•
•
•
•

Significant progress made
All mandatory and major divisional
priorities will be funded
Reserve will be restored
Would have completed work after
4/23/20 meeting but not for CITI failing
and stalling of EG funding

•

Amount allocated to project informed
by template which projects net new
operating costs by detailed line item

•

There is a tremendous backlog of R&R
projects as allocations over past few
years have been minimal
Facilities will assesses greatest needs
and plan their work accordingly

•
•

If all funding cannot be distributed via
application process (if we do not receive
enough eligible applications), then a third
round of distributions to students (using a
formula process) may be necessary

•

Eligible expenses are being tracked (and
needs solicited) by Finance and will be
shared with steering committee on 7/13
Pivot would likely change way in which
we spend some of this money

•

Looking at these sources in totality offers an impressive, but misleading number (as many of these funds are
exclusively to be used for pass-through distributions or are highly restricted).
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Restricted to COVID-19 preparation and response purposes
Total:
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•
•

•
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exclusively to be used for pass-through distributions or are highly restricted).

